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"Kokusai keyaku ni okeru funsō kaietsu jōkō: Kokusai shihō gendō no konran to chūsa" [Dispute settlement clauses in international contracts—Confusion in conflicts principles and arbitration]. Kansai daigaku hōgaku ronshū, vol. 14, nos. 4–6 (February): 745–65 (with Kazuaki Sono).
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Translation of Kaishahō ni okeru ultra vires no gensoku wa dono yō ni shite haiki subeki ka [How Should We Abolish the Ultra Vires Doctrine in Corporation Law?], by Akio Takeuchi. Law in Japan, vol. 2: 140–63.


“Japan’s administration of foreign direct investment” In Private
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1987 “Introduction to the Kujikata Osadamegaki (1742).” In Hō to keibatsu no rekishi to kōsatsu [Historical Considerations on Law and Punishment], edited by Committee for Memorial Essays in Honor of Dr. Hiramatsu Yoshirō, 489–544. Nagoya: Nagoya daigaku shuppankai.


1992 “Foreword.” In Order and Discipline in China: The Shanghai Mixed
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Forthcoming: Provisions concerning Suits: A Translation and Commentary on the Kujikata Osadamegaki (Book 1).

EDITORIAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF DAN FENNO HENDERSON

1968–70 Law in Japan: An Annual (Editorial Board Chairman).
1980–95 Law in Japan: An Annual (Editorial Advisory Committee).
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